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Book Descriptions:

99 civic manual transmission fluid

For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. It may not
display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. I know
older hondas called for regular motor oil.I would only use in an emergency. Manual fluid changes
are so infrequent and this unit probably only takes like 2 quarts. I would just tell him to save up for
the real juice, either some Honda, Amsoil, or Redline MTF. It will shift much better and the synchros
will last longer. I can recommend fluid changes for preventative maintenance until Im blue in the
face with these folks, and they put it off until it is way too late, and then a fluid change is a bandaid
at best. Tell him to save for a rebuild. Doesnt sound like a fluid change is going to help much at this
point. Come to think of it, it sounds like his clutch might be dragging or not fully releasing if he is
having trouble to get into 1st gear. Might look into that first. Those manual transmissions are
supposed to have their fluid changed every 90k miles under normal conditions and 30k under severe
for reference. For late 90s Civics the capacity is either 2.0 or 2.4 quarts 1.9 or 2.3 replaced. Directly
from the manual. If Honda MTF is not available, youSAE 10W30 or 10W40 as aHG TypeII is close to
a 20, multigrade oil as far as viscosity. Amsoil is a 5w30, and Red Line I believe is the same with
their MTF. Either way, if you spend on fluid get a real MTF like Honda Genuine, Amsoil, Red Line,
etc.depending on the year HG Type II or the offering from the 90s fluid would still be better than
motor oil, 100% no doubt about it. Using Amsoil right now and Im pleased, 1992 S20 transmission in
this little thing. 2 quarts total capacity, 1.9 quart refill. I just dumped in the entire bottle after
draining the used fluid, and the used; after being transferred from the catch pan, filled up the now
empty Amsoil MTF bottles2, 1 quart bottles I had just poured into the tranny all the way
up.http://sruby.srubystal.pl/user_upload/canon-mp780-printer-manual.xml

99 civic manual transmission fluid, 99 civic manual transmission fluid capacity, 99
honda civic manual transmission fluid, 99 honda civic manual transmission fluid
change, 99 civic manual transmission fluid.

PS Definitely key to note motor oil is the temporary replacement, as in only for a little while etc. I
know older hondas called for regular motor oil. Motor oil was specified back before the advent of
OBDII. The mandated emissionsrestrictions that came with OBDII resulted in the reduction of zinc
and phosphorus in motor oil. It was those additives that Honda was counting on to protect the
transmissions internals.This means that motor oils made after about 1995 are not suitable for use in
Honda manualtransmissions.Hondas MTF uses some kind of sulphurysmelling compound that smells
like gear oil. No idea what exactly it is. The older MTF was clear but slightly yellow in color, the
newer fluid is even more clear, but with a slight pinkybrown tinge. If your friend is pleading poverty,
I suggest a diesel motor oil like Shell Rotella.Damage has been done. Put the cheap motor oil in
there who cares It is supposed to be a 5w30 weight. Is it just the same as their manual trans fluid
Well worth it for the right stuff. I use Amsoil MTF in my mid90s Hondas and its a bit smoother than
the Honda stuff. So, am I crazy That I recommended fluid check, or are they crazy. For not realizing
a manual transmission takes fluid. And they do indeed list. Manual Transmission,.SJ. All
TEMPS.10W30, 10W40. SAE 10W30 Signature Series 100% Synthetic Motor Oil ATMQT. XL 10W30
Synthetic Motor Oil XLTQT. Synthetic 10W30 OE Motor Oil OETQTThe MTF would be for the
transmission anyway, but may affect clutch feel. If its not staying in gear WITH the new clutch, a
fluid change may help but they may need transmission replacement at this point. The kit I saw the
kit came with the pressure plate, clutch disc, release bearing, alignment tool. No hydraulics involved
in that at all. Through the hole under the car or the opening on top. Or there is a 17mm bolt on the
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passangers side of the trans next to the axle. You will need a funnel and hose for this way as well. I
have done both i work on hondas
only.http://www.lacianeva.com/userfiles/canon-mp730-printer-manual.xml

Hettboy that is for a auto trans he has a manual trans.It is black and has 3 wires going to a plug, at
the top. I will add a pic. Yes the funnel and hose is used from the top for both methods.I use amsoil
manual trans fluid.Even after all this Dropping the gear Considering these models were designed 2
use examples of torque.Oh also seemed 2 find that the most obvious portion of that.is when Changed
main Through the hole under the car or the Jack stands and put it in neutral and let the clutch out
the We drive the car and now it does not go pass 20. Give it a lot of gas and it hesitates We work
and. I dont want to get rid of it. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Your video said 3 quarts What is the correct
amountI didn’t change it cuz I only bought 2 quarts It’s a 2hr drive to the dealership.I don’t want to
mess it up. To add a new vehicle, select the year, make, and model at left. Please try again.Please try
again.Please try again later.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading
shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Register a free business account Please try
your search again later.When you select a genuine OEM fluid you can rely on the high quality and
effectiveness of the product and brand without having to guess if the product will work in sequence
with your vehicle. Protecting your investment is important and choosing the right fluids can be
challenging. So dont risk another minute by searching and buying something that might work. Stick
with what you know and choose a genuine OEM Honda fluid.In order to navigate out of this carousel
please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. To calculate the
overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average. Instead, our
system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon.

It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Please try again later. Ryan James 5.0 out of 5
stars This fluid does perform better than regular motor oil. However, Honda mtf is not mandatory.I
noticed the price went up about 2 weeks later. My transmission was a bit noisy before and its much
quieter now. I bought my car used and the transmission started getting noisy. Took it to my
mechanic and he checked the fluid and said it had gear oil not transmission fluid. He flushed it using
Honda MT fluid and told me that Hondas need to use Honda fluid. He recommended for me to drive
the car for a few hundred miles and flush it again to help get the rest of the dirty gear oil out so I
bought some here on Amazon and just that. Glad I did cause this time around it made a difference.
Im going to change flush it every 30k from now on.It is a civic lx with the 1.7L engine and manual
transmission. I have driven about 50,000 miles and decided to change the transmission oil after the
axle broke. The fluid that came out of the transmission was just as clear, and clean as the fluid that
went in after 4 years. There were no metal flakes, no burnt smell, it was still viscous, and looked
new. I cant say much about the other stuff out there, but this has worked great, and I will continue
to use it.Im a manual transmission freak and all my cars have been and are manuals. Ive
experimented with many fluids including motor oil but this Honda fluid seems to me, to be the best
at everything for manual transmissions.Even if it is a manual. Unlike me I didnt and now I might
have to suffer the consequences.This is what is recommended for my 2011 Honda CRZ. I can handle
that little job. I will be buying this again.If I stepped on it hard sometimes it wouldn’t wanna go into
2nd and sometimes 3rd. So I did some research and most forms said try replacing the transmission
fluid. So far since I changed the fluid the car shifts a lot better. Ran the car hard and no problems
with any of my gears.

https://formations.fondationmironroyer.com/en/node/9036

My car is roughly at 174,000 miles on it. And the transmission still running strong. Definitely
recommend.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your
vote. Please try again. Get Your New Car in 4 Easy Steps 1. Choose Your Vehicle 2. Select Your
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Payment Options 3. Value Your Trade 4. Schedule Your Delivery But if you’re not sure, we have some
information that may help you figure it out. Keep reading to learn more, and when it’s time, schedule
a service appointment at Norm Reeves Honda Superstore Irvine Auto Center. In fact, that’s the place
where you’ll find the best and most accurate service and maintenance information about all of your
vehicle’s needs. Why Because each vehicle is different and different parts require different service
intervals. That’s a huge window between services. And while some manufacturers recommend a
100,000mile transmission fluid change, others require it every 50,000 miles. Read below to learn the
signs it’s time for a transmission fluid change. Transmission fluid is generally a transparent red
color, though it does come in other colors. As it gets older, breaks down, and begins to lose its
integrity, it turns a darker color, but that’s just one of the signs. There are many more. If you don’t
see, hear, or smell any of these symptoms, you probably don’t need a transmission fluid change. That
being said, it’s better to be safe than sorry, so getting the service done more often is better than
waiting until it’s too late. The service center at Norm Reeves Honda Superstore Irvine Auto Center is
a fullservice vehicle maintenance and service center with everything you need to keep your vehicle
running smoothly for years to come. We’re centrally located at 16 Auto Center Drive in Irvine, CA.
Please fill out this form and we will get in touch with you shortly. We cant connect to the server for
this app or website at this time. There might be too much traffic or a configuration error.
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Try again later, or contact the app or website owner. Something went wrong. Fresh Deals this Way
Find what you’re looking for, for even less.User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton
Secured powered by Verisign. It\u2019s necessary for lubrication, for preventing friction and for
maintaining pressure inside the transmission itself. If the fluid gets low, you may experience
problems with shifting and driving. I have an AA degree in automotive repair technology and
regularly update myself on the latest vehicle technologies. Ive worked on European, foreign, and
domestic vehicles, and apply this versatility to all makes and models.Call us 855 3472779 Get a
quote It’s necessary for lubrication, for preventing friction and for maintaining pressure inside the
transmission itself. If the fluid gets low, you may experience problems with shifting and driving.
Here’s how to keep an eye on it If you don’t, it needs to be topped off. This is a temporary solution
only. Yes No Thank you for your feedback. Sorry about that. Why wasnt this information helpful.
Submit Thank Michael Please see ourIf you tried putting one of the transmissions prior to this one
then the axles are not going.The replacement of the wheel cylinder should be straight forward by
removing the brake shoes on one side only. Remove and replace the wheel.Assuming all the new
parts are good I highly suspect a problem with either your cam or crank sensors. If either of these
sensors fail your engine will not know when to.With the 2012 Honda.They are, at best, inconvenient
and, at worst, very expensive. Proper.It has a great look, a strong engine, and it is reliable. The
vehicle has been making gains on other trucks in. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript
in your browser before proceeding. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should
upgrade or use an alternative browser.
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I have consulted some threads and regarding the MTF change but there does not seem to be a
consensus on how much should be put back in. I have 2 quarts of Amsoil Synchromesh, but it seems
only 1.9 quarts drain out. Members have posted saying filling it with all 2 quarts is okay and will not
harm the transmission while others have measured in 1.9 quarts. Though it is not hard to use the
tick marks on the Amsoil bottles to guesstimate 1.9 quarts, it would be easiest to put in 2 quarts.
Will 2 quarts be safe for the Civic Si Thanks! Pour the entire 2 quarts in and when it starts coming
out the overflow, wait till it stops and your transmission is now filled. This is different from the drain
plug Removed the drain plug. Reinstall drain plug and fill. Once it starts to flow out let it come out
till no more does. This must be done on a level surface. In any case the extra.1 qt won’t do damage
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like blowing out seals. Try no to overthink it. It’s a very easy thing to do, change your manual trans
fluid Removed the drain plug. Reinstall drain plug and fill. Once it starts to flow out let it come out
till no more does. This must be done on a level surface. In any case the extra.1 qt won’t do damage
like blowing out seals. Try no to overthink it. It’s a very easy thing to do, change your manual trans
fluid.
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